The Areekode Police Detected and Arrested Accused involved in a Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act Case

************************************************
Areekode (17/03/2020): The Areekode Police detected and arrested accused involved in a Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act case reported from Govt Collage Ground Vilayil on 17-03-2020.

Accused details
(#) Akshay T- 18, S/O Gopinadan, Thiruvacholayil(H), Vilayil(Po), Alinchu vadu (#) Nikhil P P- 18, S/O Chinnan, Pookkottupurayi(H), Vilayil(Po), Alinchu vadu (#) Salmanul Farris M K- 20, S/O Abdul Salam, Edakkattu(H), Vilayil(Po), Alinchu vadu